Comments on the NOP

Whole Foods in the Park – Scoping Meeting
May 22, 2012
Jeff Fuller
Mr. Fuller indicated that he was speaking as an individual not as a member of any organization and I
have concerns regarding the project in general. Currently there are two accessways near the project,
Cross Creek Road ?, private roadways. Both access ways must be kept open for emergency services. I
also have concerns about traffic and access to Cross Creek due to an easement that currently exists. The
La Paz project will also affect traffic at this intersection. Truck traffic and loading traffic will use Cross
Creek to access the project, with additional traffic coming from La Paz. The EIR should study the
cumulative effect of lighting with this project and other projects in Civic Center, including La Paz, and the
college. Civic Center lighting should be addressed in the EIR. The EIR should also address emergency use
on Cross Creek during a fire, as well as water resources in the event of a fire fight.
Steve Uhring
The traffic study from overland is outdated and should be updated to 2012. The study is inadequate due
to importance of traffic. The traffic study should be current not just new counts but new study. The
traffic study should be done based on 2012 technology to make sure it is accurate. In the event of an
emergency there would be an evacuation at Serra Canyon, emergency access for three nearby schools
and other nearby businesses. How will this affect people leaving in an emergency? The study should
address where traffic is coming from.
Michael ????
There is traffic from new projects at Pepperdine, two new restaurants on PCH, the lagoon project, how
long will these projects be going on? The traffic study should include all cumulative projects proposed as
well as what exists today. Traffic should not be averaged through the year.
John Mazza
Is it practical to use Cross Creek for access? Why are there so many roads on the five acres? Is parking
adequate, will there be a loading dock for each building? Is the outside seating included in the surface
area for parking? What about the easement in front of the building – is that part of the total 5 acres and
counted in the FAR. Regarding the overall look, the General Plan requires rural rustic features. What
about the economic impact?
Frank Angel
Economic impacts should be considered. There should be an urban decay study prepared to determine
fiscal balance and to determine if businesses will close and what impact those closures will have on the
physical areas.
Andy Lyon

Where will wastewater go? What happens if sewer for the Civic Center area is not built? Is there a
backup to the sewer plan such as an onsite wastewater system? Mr. Lyon’s is also concerned about the
ties between applicant and company that is preparing the wastewater study.
Brian Eamer
Mr. Eamer would like to see an independent peer review of traffic study. Cumulative effects should be
considered and the results should be available included as appendix to EIR. The area is lacking in
pedestrian access and there are no sidewalks in the area such as near Legacy Park. The project should
have pedestrian accessible sidewalks and a pedestrian safety study should also be done to understand
what mitigation may be needed.
Jae Flora-Katz
The project lacks open space. Traffic and lighting in the civic center area must be looked at as a whole.
Alessandra Di Carlo
Humans/citizens make the environment. This project is not in character with the City of Malibu. Chain
stores suck up mom and pop stores and the loss of the mom and pop stores will impact humans and the
way they live in Malibu. This project looks more like Beverly Hills, it doesn’t fit Malibu.
Cindy Vandor
The project should provide proof on the availability of water. Water necessary for the project and water
necessary for a fire should be considered. A “will serve” letter is not good enough. District 29 is broken.
Ryan Embry
I’m concerned about circulation and traffic which parking for is for the market and which is for other
buildings? The layout does not include much curbside area which means the pickup and drop off areas
will get crowded or blocked. Pedestrians will have to cross a main traffic thruway to get to stores. Will
left side be accessible to customers? The access off Civic Center Way leads to loading docks. Will trucks
access the site through Civic Center Way? There should there be a truck ban on Civic Center Way.
Would heavy trucks be on Civic Center Way? How will they go back out? Will they drive through the
parking lot? The reduction in landscape reduces the potential for the use of reclaimed water. How many
normal sized spaces (not compact) will be offered? 183? The traffic ingress/egress issues should be
studied.
Ozzy Silna – Serra Canyon
Traffic is an issue. Took 2 ½ hours in the 1993 fires to get out of the area. The only way to leave will be
Civic Center Way. Traffic now is backed up, and the combination of projects will be 2,000 more parking
spaces. The traffic study/EIR should show the impact of all the parking spots after they are built. How
will existing cars impact all other cars?

Frank Angel
Will traffic be compared to future conditions or existing conditions? Traffic should be compared to
existing conditions. I would like to request that runoff flows be studied; groundwater and surface water
bodies affected by the project should be discussed. Actual baseline conditions in the surface water
bodies need to be examined and included, not just relying on BMPs. Review the case of Laurel Heights v.
California Regents. The EIR should consider the Laurel Heights case on all water quality violations.
Carla McCloskey
Is there a signed lease with Whole Foods? To be profitable each family in Malibu would have to spend
16,000 at Whole Foods.
Michael
The EIR should take into account fire staging areas that are no longer empty.
Pamela Finck
With all the EIRs up and down the coast which ones have actually stopped the project? The projects still
get built but it is not the will of the people.
Anne Payne
Ms. Payne was concerned about the flow across Cross Creek Road, and thought there would be a safety
gate.
John Mazza
The east side of Cross Creek includes a lumber store and other businesses – will those uses be studied,
what kind of trucks go in and out of those parcels?
Ginsburg
Will the cumulative effect of all traffic be considered?
Maggie Luckerath
The City of Malibu should do an independent report/traffic study. Are there any guidelines on what is
an unacceptable level of traffic? Does exceeding that level kill the project?
David Dominguez
Mr. Dominguez is concerned with the cumulative impact to cultural resources in the Malibu Lagoon
area. The record should take into account all projects and there is no data available to show where the
resources (burials, etc.) are located. It is important to not to lose the history of Chumash people. There
should be a report to document these areas for the City and the Natives. There should be an intense
archeological study for the area. He is also concerned with loss of open space; oak trees need to be

reintroduced into the area. There should be a Native American monitor to monitor the installation of
the story poles.
Carol Moss
EIRs don’t help in terms of usefulness. The questions asked in EIRs do not reflect the community. The
City should broaden the scope of the document to consider traffic, the effect of losing PC Greens. Ms.
Moss noted that she can speak to the head of the store now if something is needed. Ms. Moss did not
feel that she would be able to do that with Whole Foods.
Julie Hoffman
The emotional impact of the project and cumulative effect on the citizens should be studied. The wellbeing of citizens should be taken into account. The applicant sold a shopping center and many stores left
because they could not afford higher rent. Higher end stores do not necessarily reflect the needs of the
residents. Having community members own their own businesses is beneficial to the well-being of the
residents. The residents of Malibu will no longer be shop owners; instead they will be stocking shelves.
The needs of the residents should be taken into account.
Brian Eamer
When the Draft EIR comes out there will be issues like traffic that cannot be mitigated, it will go to
Planning Commission. The Planning Commission will adopt it with a Statement of Overriding
Considerations to allow that unmitigated circumstance to remain. A significant impact will not stop the
EIR since the Planning Commission will rubber stamp it.
Andy Lyon
There should be a cumulative sewer study for the Civic Center area. RMC is designing the wastewater
plant; they have boats checking depths for sewer. They are also in charge of the lagoon project. What
happens when the projects are operational? It will result in parts of Malibu sinking.
Steve Uhring
There should be an urban decay analysis. Whole Foods is an aggressive chain and will put PC Greens out
of business. There should be analysis to see how the whole foods will disrupt traffic patterns at PC
Greens.
Pam Finck
The EIR process is a waste of time, what can be done to stop the project?
Jefferson Wagner
The impact on traffic from La Paz in an emergency could be alleviated by an easement behind La Paz
that is to be used for an emergency only. The City should include strong language in the EIR that takes
some of area at the back of the project and tie into La Paz so people on Serra Road have an extra way

out. La Paz has a 1 million gallon storage tank. This project should have water storage for structure
protection separate from La Paz. Consequently, if one pump fails during an event the other will be
available.
Carla McCloskey
These projects should be voted on by the people, we could create a ballot initiative.
John Mazza
Front of property is impacted by flood plain, address city open space requirement and ability to park
underground
Pat Healy
I am concerned about lack of landscaping for the project. The project has less than 13 percent when it
should be at 40 percent landscaping. Are the 80 sycamores counted as landscaping? The applicant
should consider ways to meet requirement such as by landscaping the entrance at cross creek, or by
eliminating one of the buildings, or make the buildings two-story. What is the cumulative impact on the
health and safety of residents? There is no way for people to leave in an emergency. Also an agricultural
component should be considered, flood plain of Malibu creek and there are rich agricultural soils on that
site. The impact of the removal of the soils should be reviewed.
Rheta Reswick
What will the impact of major fire be on Serra Road resident? During a fire the residents are trying to get
people and livestock out of the area. What will the effect be with the additional projects? What will the
effects be with all the projects in the summer?
I also have questions on parking and internal traffic. There is no central theme to the project; other
projects have communal areas in middle. I would like to see a central gathering area or something of
interest to the project to make it unique, to give it value. The project does not include enough parking,
maybe there should be a more creative use of driveway, or maybe remove one building. The project
should include full sized parking spaces.
Laurence Wise
During a fire emergency equipment also needs to come into the canyon, how will they access the
canyon when everyone else is trying to leave?
Brian Uhring
Will there be a Conditional Use Permit for restaurant for alcohol sales? What restaurants are being
contemplated? There are too many restaurants with alcohol sales in the area already. How does the
safety issue from alcohol sales get included in EIR? Will the City approve the CUP at Planning
Commission? There are too many restaurants with alcohol sales in the area.

Julie Hoffman
Will the storage tanks have an effect on water pressure in Serra Canyon?
Jefferson Wagner
The storage tanks are not always full. The letter of service for the project should address supply for the
homes uphill.
In the 1993 fire, there were people and animals coming from the canyon. There has been fire in civic
center twice. There will be another fire. There is too much development. The city should take all of the
development into consideration and say no. [Jefferson Wagner did not say this]
Patt Healy
Fire department says it can only defend a structure fire, it does not address wildfire. Health and safety is
an issue with all this development.

Sensitivity of Top Priority Rare Natural
Communities in Southern California
Sensitivity rankings are determined by the Department of Fish and Game, California Natural Diversity
Data Base and based on either number of known occurrences (locations) and/or amount of habitat
remaining (acreage). The three rankings used for these top priority rare natural communities are as
follows:
S1.#

Fewer than 6 known locations and/or on fewer than 2,000 acres of habitat remaining.

S2.#

Occurs in 6-20 known locations and/or 2,000-10,000 acres of habitat remaining.

S3.#

Occurs in 21-100-known locations and/or 10,000-50,000 acres of habitat remaining.

The number to the right of the decimal point after the ranking refers to the degree of threat posed to that
natural community regardless of the ranking. For example:
S1.1 = very threatened
S2.2 = threatened
S3.3 = no current threats known

Sensitivity Rankings (February 1992)
Rank

Community Name

S1.1

Mojave Riparian Forest
Sonoran Cottonwood Willow Riparian
Mesquite Bosque
Elephant Tree Woodland
Crucifixion Thorn Woodland
Allthorn Woodland
Arizonan Woodland
Southern California Walnut Forest
Mainland Cherry Forest
Southern Bishop Pine Forest
Torrey Pine Forest
Desert Mountain White Fir Forest
Southern Dune Scrub
Southern Coastal Bluff Scrub
Maritime Succulent Scrub
Riversidean Alluvial Fan Sage Scrub
Southern Maritime Chaparral
Valley Needlegrass Grassland
Great Basin Grassland
Mojave Desert Grassland
Pebble Plains
Southern Sedge Bog
Cismontane Alkali Marsh
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S1.2

Southern Foredunes
Mono Pumice Flat
Southern Interior Basalt Flow Vernal Pool

S2.1

Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub
Diegan Coastal Sage Scrub
Riversidean Upland Coastal Sage Scrub
Riversidean Desert Sage Scrub
Sagebrush Steppe
Desert Sink Scrub
Mafic Southern Mixed Chaparral
San Diego Mesa Hardpan Vernal Pool
San Diego Mesa Claypan Vernal Pool
Alkali Meadow
Southern Coastal Salt Marsh
Coastal Brackish Marsh
Transmontane Alkali Marsh
Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh
Southern Arroyo Willow Riparian Forest
Southern Willow Scrub
Modoc-Great Basin Cottonwood Willow Riparian
Modoc-Great Basin Riparian Scrub
Mojave Desert Wash Scrub
Engelmann Oak Woodland
Open Engelmann Oak Woodland
Closed Engelmann Oak Woodland
Island Oak Woodland
California Walnut Woodland
Island Ironwood Forest
Island Cherry Forest
Southern Interior Cypress Forest
Bigcone Spruce-Canyon Oak Forest

S2.2

Active Coastal Dunes
Active Desert Dunes
Stabilized and Partially Stabilized Desert Dunes
Stabilized and Partially Stabilized Desert Sandfield
Mojave Mixed Steppe
Transmontane Freshwater Marsh
Coulter Pine Forest
Southern California Fellfield
White Mountains Fellfield

S2.3

Bristlecone Pine Forest
Limber Pine Forest
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Healypatt@aol.com
Bonnie Blue
Joyce Parker-Bozylinski
Fwd: whole foods written scoping comments
Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:27:10 PM

Hi Bonnie, this bounced back so I am resending.

From: Healypatt@aol.com
To: bblue@ci.malibu.ca.us
CC: jparker-bozylinski@malibucity.org
Sent: 5/29/2012 4:21:32 P.M. Pacific Daylight Time
Subj: whole foods written scoping comments

To: Bonnie Blue
Cc: Joyce Parker-Bozylinski
From: Patt Healy for Malibu Coalition for Slow Growth
Date: May 29, 2012
Re: Whole Foods EIR scoping comments
Agriculture.
Please add for study an agricultural component to this EIR. To say that Agricultural
resources are not pertinent and have no impact to this site is inaccurate. This site
and other parcels in the Civic Center are in the ancient flood plain of Malibu
Creek. For centuries this creek was depositing   agriculturally rich soil onto this
property and elsewhere in the Civic Center. The effect of the loss of some or all of
this soil due to excavation, grading , driveways   parking lots and structures has to
be analyzed . The use of this property for agricultural should be looked at.
Health and Safety
The city has the right and duty under the Constitution to exercise its police
powers to protect the health and safety of its citizens. The city has many natural
non governmental constraints   to development and this project has to be looked
at in light of its constraints.
Now is the time for the city to consider its ability to   protect the health and
safety of it residents rather than protecting the desires of Developers, therefore,
the EIR needs to analyze the ability of residents and visitors in the Civic Center Area
to safely evacuate in the event of an emergency .
The immediate neighborhoods of concern in the vicinity of this project are Serra,
Sweetwater Mesa Knolls, Malibu Road , the Colony , the 2 elementary schools
,Winter Canyon condos, Pepperdine University, Santa Monica College .
Also ,need to include in the analysis the evacuation ability of proposed hotel
guests and staff , visitors to bluffs Park and the beaches , shoppers in the Civic

Center area and possibly the residents outside of the city limits in the vicinity of
Malibu Canyon Road this side of Mulholland who would be coming down Malibu
Canyon to Malibu in an attempt to outrun and excape a wildfire.
The very real hazard of   wildfires for safety reasons should limit development
throughout the city .
Because of the city’s substandard and narrow road system in its residential
areas, residential evacuation in a wildfire is at best a harrowing experience and
could very well be an impossible situation.
In addition, PCH , a state highway , serves residents, coastal travelers, and non
local commuters   and visitors alike. On summer weekends residents can’t leave
their homes because of gridlock the entire length of the city. What happens to the
ability to evacuate in an emergency on a summer weekend or a fall late
afternoon/early evening during rush hour ?
Note the fire department has always said they had the ability to defend a particular
project. However, it is important to note they are talking about in the event of a
structure fire not a wildfire. They have never said they could defend in a wildfire
situation. This health and safety constraints and other health and safety
constraints need to be taken into consideration in your analysis.
Therefore, traffic impacts in light of the ability to evacuate must be looked at .
To add to the severity of the situation Malibu’s water supply in many areas is
substandard . It is our understanding that Malibu’s water supply is delivered from
an antiquated water main that runs along PCH and the water is diverted to water
storage tanks located at higher elevations , the water feeds through gravity from
the tanks delivering water to residences. We understand that all new projects in
the Civic Center area are required to contribute to the cost of a water tank in the
Serra neighborhood.
Is there enough water to protect existing development in a wildfire ?
It must be analyzed as to whether or not this diversion of water to a new water
tank will diminish the supply that would go to existing residents especially west of
the project in an wildfire situation.
Also the cumulative impact of all the currently proposed development on the
potable water supply has to be studied.
The Metropolitan Water District in the early days of cityhood wrote a letter
saying that the recommended emergency water supply is seven days. At the
very minimum Malibu should have a three day emergency supply .
In many areas of the city the emergency water supply on properties   is   less than
one day and the tanks drain quickly in a wildfire situation and other emergency
situation . Also there are water main breaks , due to earth movement , cutting off

water supply. The cumulative impact on existing water supply (residential,
institutional and commercial ) in a wildfire needs to be analyzed. It should be
determined whether the existing water supply should be upgraded to adequately
protect existing residents and property prior to allowing new development needs
to be looked at.
The effect of diverting water to this project   and other pipeline projects needs to
be analyzed .
In addition, there are other non governmental constraints such as substandard
road systems but in both residential areas and along PCH and the narrow and
curvey canyon roads that impact the ability to safely develop.
The potentially active Malibu fault runs through the CivicCenter area . Where is this
fault and splays of the fault in relation to this property.
How will creek flooding effect this property ?
If building structures are elevated above the flood plain how will runoff at the
lower on site elevation be handled and its negative effects if any be handled ?.
Cumulative Impacts
With so many projects going thru the pipeline in the Civic Center area it is clear
that this project and the others at the maximum allowable FAR of .15 are far too
many because of the existing non governmental constraints. This project ‘s
cumulative impacts needs to be studied in relation to existing development , and
the following currently proposed development. Pepperdine expansion, Bluff Park
residences ,La Paz, IOKI, Santa Monica College, Rancho Malibu hotel and Affordable
Housing .
All of these projects are going forward with individual EIR’s that will be looking for
individual approval at by the Planning Commission and/or City Council.   Is there a
way to have these projects go to the decision makers   when all the EIR’s are
complete so the Planning Commission and Council consider these projects as a
whole and if needed reduce the density of each as they see fit?  
Landscaping
In order to maintain the rural qualities of the area and development in a park like
setting he city requires 40% landscaping and 25% open space on each project. The
required landscaping   component of the project is enormously deficient. Please
look at the ways that the project can meet the needed criteria, such as potential
roof top parking on top of the Supermarket structure. Since the project should be
conditioned so all deliveries take place at night after the center is closed
,converting the Cross Creek entrance and drive way to landscaping or Converting
the western service road to landscaping needs to be examined. Since the
structures are 24- 28 feet tall consider 2 story or partially 2 story structures as a

way of meeting landscaping requirements..
Analyze Additional items
-- The Lighting plan: a low key lighting plan should be required as a mitigation
factor. All off site light intrusion needs to be mitigated and on sight lighting should
be the minimum to insure on site safety. After hours the lighting should be
reduced even further. The cumulative impact of this lighting plan in relation to the
proposed new projects needs to be looked at.
-- The Landscape plan needs to be looked at to insure a majority of drought
tolerant fire resistant natives plants are being used.
--Visual Impacts as seen from Legacy park, PCH and Malibu Canyon Rd both scenic
roads as well as from residential area in the city such as the Knolls Winter Canyon
condos and Serra .
--Assess the fire departments and an ambulances ability to reach the project in the
event of an emergency.
--A through and accurate traffic study of traffic conditions resulting from this
project and the cumulative impact of this project and other pipeline projects on
traffic from McClure tunnel to county line.
--Also study traffic backup on streets entering and exiting PCH and all streets in
the vicinity of the Civic Center( both commercial and residential roads ) . Study
should be done at peak hours (at rush hour and summer weekends and traffic
situation in relation to the ability to evacuate in an emergency).
--Need and location and size of an onsite emergency water storage needs to be
looked at.
--Need and location of an effective emergency evacuation easement needs to be
analyzed
--Amount of needed potable water usage for this project must be looked at.
--What effect does this project have on the size of the proposed centralized
treatment plant ? Would the plant be smaller without this project’s hookup? How
much water will this project add to the proposed deep well injection disposal and
is it safe? Should the project have an onsite treatment system?
-- Do any geological hazards,including fault(s) and splays , run through this
property ? If there are any how will they effect   the ability of this project to safely
dispose of its wastewater and what is the potential to damage to sewer lines
water lines, electric lines and other infrastructure as well as potential damage due
to constructing this project buildings on the fill needed to elevate it above the
flood plain?
-- The EIR needs to look at this projects impact on existing local business and on
other landlords. How will Whole Foods impact the business of PC Greens, Ralphs
and The Vitamin Barn. Will this project be luring tenants from existing Civic Center
stores and from stores in other parts of the city such as along PCH east of the

Civic Center resulting in empty retail spaces , harming existing landlords and
resulting in potentially blighted area. If these potentials exist, can these results
be mitigated?
The potentially active Malibu fault runs through the Civic Center area . Where is
this fault and splays of the fault in relation to this property.
How will creek flooding effect this property . If building structures are elevated
above the flood plain how will runoff at the lower on site elevation be handled
and its negative effects if any be handled ?.
Project alternatives
The EIR preparer at the scoping session didn’t mention the required
environmentally superior alternatives it would be looking at.
We would like to suggest that one alternative that needs to be looked at is an
alternative that meets the required landscape requirements .
Another is to look at the an alternative with no variances.
A third is residential use at one acre zoning and lastly an organic farm alternative
should be studied.
Conclusion
Traffic, pedestrian safety, cultural resources etc have been raised by others so there
is no need to repeat them again.
Thank you for considering these comments.

From: Hans Laetz [mailto:hanslaetz@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:54 PM
To: Joyce Parker-Bozylinski; Jim Thorsen
Subject: ... and ...

You guys are killing me with all these CEQA deadlines. I can't make it to all the meetings. So
those comments are rushed -- forgive typos please!
I would love to have asked -- at the scoping session -- how the City traffic engineer missed the
fact that the PCH turn lane that is "critical" to the project can only be squeezed in by either (a)
expanding PCH south into Malibu Lagoon State Park, or (b) asking Caltrans (and us) to accept
unsafe, non-standard lane widths. Does Malibu really endorse ripping out the existing bikefriendly lanes at the bridge/Shell station to make room for a supermarket turn lane?
Why isn't that rather-critical Hobson's Choice in any of the city traffic engineer's comments to
the applicant? Why is there no Whole Foods NOP on the city's website? Why are we residents
left to fish around for the traffic impact documents -- also not on the website?
Why are we even wasting time by analyzing and discussing nonstarters like widening the bridge
to push PCH into the park? Sheesh -- MALIBU LAGOON PARK, of all places! That place
sound familiar? What are we thinking here?
Joyce, I shouldn't be doing the City's work for them on this. Once again, staff is not calling out
such obvious problems on projects BEFORE these things go out for CEQA review. This has not
been vetted.
And finally -- this is yet ANOTHER project right on PCH -- like the hotel -- that fails to mention
the California Coastal Trail, bikes, pedestrians or recreation whatsoever. Hello? Coastal Access?
Trails Map? I do not know what it takes to get these issues on your radar.
I'm grumpy after a day spent analyzing incomplete reports. Please forgive me. You do a great
job, really. But come on ... it's 75 out there and I'm in here doing this!

Hans

The Applicant assumes this right turn lane will in some unexplained way mitigate traffic impacts caused
by the Project. the OTIS (shockingly) does not discuss existing substandard conditions at that
intersection, including the glaring problems for pedestrians and bicyclists there.
Worse, buried in the OTIS is the vision of the use of “non-standard narrower lane widths” of 12 feet at the
intersection, and the elimination of wider curb lane area now used by bicycles to “share the lane” without
blocking vehicles, as its preferred alternative. Incredibly, the City Traffic Engineer apparently does not
object to this.
Most alarmingly, OTIS states “if Caltrans does not approve of the non-standard narrower lane widths,
then roadway widening of the south side of Pacific Coast Highway on the approach and departure legs
would allow the standard lane widths for this mitigation method.”
The obvious faults of this alternative are – incredibly – glossed over by both the Applicant
and the City. Expanding PCH to the south would require widening of the PCH bridge at
Malibu Creek and incursion into Malibu Creek State Park’s Malibu Lagoon unit. The
likely chances of Caltrans, State Parks, Fish and Game and other agencies approving that
are charitably described as far below than the freezing temperature of hydrogen.
The OTIS preferred alternative, its Appendix H “Conceptual Traffic Mitigation” plan, raises enormous
undiscussed problems. It calls for stuffing a turn lane onto PCH between the Malibu Creek bridge and
Cross Creek Road. Problems are obvious:
(1) Insufficient overall PCH width: The OTIS proposes five 12-foot traffic lanes on PCH, but does not
disclose that existing lanes are wider than that. It eliminates (without discussion) the approximately
16-foot right lanes on both eastbound and westbound PCH (east of the intersection) that allow
bicycles to hug the right curb and allow cars to pass them without changing lanes. OTIS does not
study the slowed traffic on PCH that can be easily predicted by the dangerous proposal to eliminate
existing capacity for cars and bikes to share the lanes. And OTIS does not mention an historic sycamore
tree that exists on the curb, in the sidewalk of eastbound PCH’s sidewalk immediately east of the Cross
Creek signal, a potentially-lethal obstacle to traffic in a narrowed traffic lane shoved immediately next to
the curb and tree.

- more -
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(2) Insufficient right of way for a turn lane on the north side of the intersection. As the attached photo
shows, there is no room for an additional lane at the intersection without significantly encroaching upon
the gas station. There is no indication that the property owner is a willing seller, or that relocation of a
sizeable portion of the gas station is practical or possible. This alternative is not considered by OTIS.
(3) No consideration for obvious and critical bicycle or pedestrian needs on PCH. Under SB 908 (the
2003 state law establishing the “California Coastal Trail”), the certified Malibu Local Coastal Program,
and the city’s General Plan, PCH is a designated bike and hiking route. There is no discussion in the
OTIS about the impact of increased turn movements on bicyclists and pedestrians at PCH/Cross Creek
Road. The applicant’s “Appendix H” does not show a bike lane or sidewalk. Particularly, if PCH is to be
widened at Cross Creek Road, it is a legitimate question to ask why vehicles entering a supermarket
should benefit from road widening -- as opposed to the thousands of bicyclists continuing west in PCH
traffic. No mention is made about how pedestrians and bicyclists will be handed west of the intersection,
where a hazardous gap in the sidewalk and shoulder lane exists at the (city-owned) “Lumberyard.”
(4) No mention is made of the short distance available for a right turn lane given the topography at
Malibu Creek. The OTIS fails to discuss the relatively-short length available for a turn lane from
westbound PCH to northbound Cross Creek Road. At best, eight cars may be able to queue in that lane,
given the 60 feet or so between the signal and the eastern edge of the Shell driveway. No analysis was
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made as to whether queued turn traffic would back up and obstruct one of the two westbound PCH lanes
in advance of the signal. Further, it is reasonably believed that the short turn lane would NOT meet
Caltrans standards for deceleration in a 45 mile per hour speed zone.
(5) Providing additional room for an adequately-long turn lane, bicycle lane and sidewalk on westbound
PCH will eliminate parking in the shopping center, possibly placing that center in violation of parking
standards, but the OTIS did not study this. It appears that the gas station encroaches on Caltrans right of
way (particularly the sign, an unpermitted structure that was modified in recent years when it was
physically changed from Texaco to Shell). These conflicts are somehow not discussed in the OTIS, or in
the city traffic engineer’s response.
(6) Because of the grade separation needed for the abutment to the Malibu Creek bridge, a vertical
retaining wall would be necessary to elevate the turn lane above the parking lot east of the Shell station
driveway. And even then, an adequately-sized turn lane may not be possible without widening the PCH
bridge at Malibu Creek. The OTIS missed this.
The EIR must fully examine the Project’s proposed mitigation of the “critical” traffic problem it
will cause on PCH by expanding the highway south into Malibu State Park [Scoping Comment
1.].
The EIR must examine the Project’s proposed mitigation of the “critical” traffic problem it will
cause on PCH by using substandard lane widths and removing an existing safe bicycle-car
geometry by decreasing the width of PCH’s righthand lanes (in both directions) from 16 feet to
12 feet to make way for the proposed PCH vehicular turn lane, especially given the heavy bicycle
traffic and the large tree on the southeast curb [Scoping Comment 2.].
The EIR must examine if the Applicant can prove that the Malibu Village shopping center and
gas station are willing sellers for the right of way necessary to squeeze in the turn lane plus a bike
lane and sidewalk without the use of substandard lane widths [Scoping Comment 3.].
The EIR must examine the impact of the short right turn lane in light of its apparent inability to
hold sufficient queued traffic [Scoping Comment 4.].
The EIR must examine the impact of the short right turn lane in light of its apparent inability to
meet Caltrans design standards for length to safely allow vehicles to cross the bike lane and
decelerate out of through traffic [Scoping Comment 5.].
The EIR must examine the turn lane only in the context of providing a westbound bike lane and
sidewalk, in provision with current and future needs by the city and Caltrans to build a Class II
bikeway on PCH [Scoping Comment 6.].
The EIR must examine if adding a sufficiently-long turn lane will cause removal of the gas
station, or place the Malibu Village shopping center below its required parking space supply
[Scoping Comment 7.].
The EIR must examine other offsite mitigation that should be undertaken at PCH/Cross Creek,
including widening PCH at the intersection, and west of the intersection, to allow a Class II Bike
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Lane and sidewalk to link Legacy Park with the Malibu Lagoon unit of Malibu State Park via the
impacted intersection [Scoping Comment 8.].
If the EIR concludes that neither PCH widening scheme is feasible, and that critical traffic
congestion will be created on PCH at Cross Creek Road that cannot be mitigated if the Project is
built, the EIR must explain that the Project itself cannot be built without causing irreversible,
overwhelming negative impact on the Malibu environment [Scoping Comment 9.].
2.
The Project may create a significant hazard to the public by physically interfering with an
adopted emergency response plan and also physically interfere with an emergency evacuation plan.
Malibu has often been scorched by disastrous brushfires. On Oct. 11, 2007, residential neighborhoods
adjacent to the Project site were evacuated of people, pets and livestock on an emergency basis when the
Malibu Canyon Fire ignited in the middle of the night. Chaotic traffic conditions were observed on both
Cross Creek Road and Civic Center Way. On an emergency basis, and with no opportunity for authorities
to set up road closures or evacuation routes, both of those streets became chaotic fire staging, family
reunification, horse trailer loading and law enforcement command post centers.
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The EIR must examine the impact of commercial development at the intersection of these two
fire evacuation routes. It must consider as an alternative a scaled down project that does not
require any variances or other loopholes, and compare the impact of such a smaller project on
emergency evacuations and emergency vehicle access into adjacent neighborhoods [Scoping
Comment 10.].
The EIR must evaluate the impact of commercial development, made possible by the requested
variances and loopholes, of traffic congestion for emergency vehicles and residents/customers
fleeing the area, often under uncontrolled and panic-driven conditions [Scoping Comment 11.].
2.
The Project may result in a substantial adverse physical impact associated with the
provision of existing government facilities, resulting in diminished fire protection services during
brushfire or other emergencies.
Malibu’s Civic Center Way and Cross Creek Road have been frequent fire equipment staging sites, along
with the large adjacent field at the former “Chili Cook-Off” site – now off limits due to the development
of Legacy Park”). The Project will increase traffic on streets used by emergency vehicles for fire staging.

The EIR must examine how fire staging operations will be affected by the Project, and must
examine how the Project possibly will mitigate the anticipated substantial adverse physical
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impact on the provision of existing government facilities such a fire staging, evacuation, etc.
[Scoping Comment 12.].
3.
The Project will, under the Overland Traffic Consultants’ best estimates, cause a
substantial increase in the number of vehicle trips, the volume-to-capacity ratio, and the congestion
levels at intersections.
The City of Malibu has spent considerable public money enhancing the beauty and safety of Cross Creek
Road and Civic Center Way. A “signature” commercial center has been created along Cross Creek Road,
with bus turnouts, pavers to delineate diagonal parking, crosswalks, etc. Pedestrian circulation between
the five existing shopping centers, office buildings, Legacy Park and other attractions has been nurtured.
Two major pedestrian crossings – at the theater and at Starbuck’s – get heavy foot traffic. The Malibu
General Plan requires pedestrian circulation between commercial centers, and such circulation may be
inhibited if heavy traffic precludes safe crossing of Cross Creek Road – or the perception thereof.
Somehow, the Applicant’s “Overland Traffic Impact Study” and the city traffic engineer’s review of
OTIS missed the rather significant impact of additional traffic on Cross Creek Road itself – it focused
only on the intersections.
The EIR must consider, from a traffic safety viewpoint, additional traffic and congestion impacts
on existing pedestrian crossing patterns on Cross Creek Road [Scoping Comment 13.].
The EIR must consider, from the aesthetics and pedestrian circulation viewpoints, the additional
traffic and congestion impacts caused by the project on existing pedestrian patterns on Cross
Creek Road [Scoping Comment 14.].
The EIR must consider the congestion levels to be caused by the Project along Cross Creek Road
itself, and on Civic Center Way, rather than just intersections. [Scoping Comment 15.].
4.
The City of Malibu has accepted a Traffic Study that ignores Malibu’s unique topography
and access issues, and fails to account for heavy beach recreation use patterns.
The OTIS itself is fundamentally faulty, and the Project’s ability to cause an increase in traffic which is
substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system is obvious. The OTIS
fails to adequately predict the foreseeable substantial increase in the number of vehicle trips, the volumeto-capacity ratio on roads, and congestion at intersections.
It is an accepted and common use for traffic engineers to use a “Critical Movement Analysis” (CMA)
methodology study to measure the impact of a proposed project on traffic. It is perhaps revealing to note
that the OTIS refers to its work in Malibu as a “CMA mythology (sic) study” – because the common
CMA methodology is a fantasy in accurately assessing traffic impacts in Malibu.
CMA methodology uses intersection capacity projections to calculate significant traffic impacts. Such
methodology assumes the existence of other, parallel intersections in a grid that might be available to bear
the brunt of overflow traffic from a Project. CMA methodology ignores the Malibu reality of severe linear
traffic congestion by falsely assuming congestion can only occur only at intersections. The City’s
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“significant traffic impact criteria” may measure only intersection congestion, but it ignores the miles of
linear congestion that will result from one “significantly impacted” intersection.
One Malibu intersection with an LOS of “D” or worse will cause traffic to back up 10, 20 or 40 miles
away. For example, sewer construction in 2003 on Pacific Coast Highway in Santa Monica restricted one
of three northbound lanes on a 24/7 basis for several months. As traffic backed up on northbound
Highway 1, unusual heavy backups developed westbound, northbound and southbound at the Interstate
10/Interstate 405 interchange. That in turn caused motorists to divert to U.S. 101 or canyon roads to reach
the San Fernando Valley. The 405 backed up into Long Beach and then Orange County. Local news
media did stories about how the little lane closure towards Malibu ended up corking up the entire western
end of Los Angeles County.
This error is compounded by the Overland Study’s measurement of LOS at only six intersections, which
is wholly insufficient for several reasons:
(1) Limited scope to the east: Given the historic record of traffic congestion at the Malibu Civic Center
backing traffic up well into Los Angeles, it is insufficient to calculate added traffic congestion only as far
east as Los Flores Canyon Road. Heavy traffic at the Civic Center area can cause other vehicles to use
Kanan-Dume Road:
(2) Limited scope to the west: On holidays, traffic on eastbound PCH can back up to Trancas. It can be
reasonably assumed that eastbound traffic will be affected by the Project, both in the additional vehicle
trips to be added to the stores, but also in additional traffic turning from eastbound PCH onto northbound
Kanan-Dume Road, a turn movement that already experiences severe congestion.
(3) Limited scope to the north: Northbound Kanan traffic is heavily congested at the U.S. 101 interchange
on beach days. Stopped cars can back up to the tunnels – six miles. This can only be aggravated by traffic
either caused by the Project, or avoiding it. Similar traffic can be expected to exist on Malibu Canyon
Road, although the undersigned does not travel there and does not have evidence thereof.
And, the Project is proposed to “significantly impact” an intersection that is notorious among Malibu
residents for needless delay. Westbound PCH at Cross Creek is the subject of complaints for years for the
signal’s “short cycle” – which often backs up westbound Highway 1 into Topanga Beach.
The EIR must evaluate traffic impacts along the entirety of the affected region, instead of the
inadequate survey of six intersections. Specifically, the EIR should calculate all foreseeable
traffic delays caused by additional overall trips and peak hour trips along the corridor from the
Interstate 10/405 interchange west on Interstate 10 and State Route 1 to beyond Trancas [Scoping
Comment 16.].
The EIR should measure overall traffic backups on PCH to be caused by the project, not just
delays at intersections. Traffic congestion should be considered at survey points every half mile
along Interstate 10 and PCH in the entire affected corridor (above) [Scoping Comment 17.].
The EIR should calculate all foreseeable traffic delays caused by additional overall trips and peak
hour trips at Malibu Canyon/Los Virgenes Road at Piuma Road and Mulholland Highway, along
Los Virgenes Road at the various signals from Lost Hills Road to U.S. 101, and at Kanan-Dume
Road at Agoura Road, U.S. 101 and Roadside Way [Scoping Comment 18.].
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The EIR should consider traffic mitigation by forcing the Project to pay for newer traffic signal
technology – particularly for Civic Center-area intersections – that can be adjusted by remote
control by Caltrans [Scoping Comment 19.].

6.

The traffic impacts at the Serra Road/PCH intersection must be studied,

It is logical to infer that Serra Estates residents will attempt to avoid the newly-overcrowded Cross Creek
Road area by entering and exiting their subdivision via Serra Road at PCH. Serra Road at PCH is on a
curve, in a heavily-congested area where traffic is aggravated by backups from Cross Creek, heavy turn
movement in and out of the beach and Adamson House, U-turn drivers vying for Surfrider Beach onstreet
parking, etc. Visibility to the west is obscured by the crest of the Malibu Creek Bridge, visibility to the
east is restricted by the curving PCH. Extremely-heavy pedestrian traffic is observed here. The OTIS
study and City of Malibu traffic engineer somehow missed all this, and the obvious impact of both
additional supermarket oriented trips, and the additional turn movements caused by Serra Estates
residents avoiding Cross Creek congestion.
The EIR must study impacts caused by the Project at Serra Road at PCH, examine how much
additional traffic will be placed on Serra Road by residents newly avoiding Cross Creek Road,
and examine how the intersection will be affected by additional Project-related traffic [Scoping
Comment 20.].
7.
Traffic studies erroneously assume that Malibu’s heaviest traffic is on Saturday afternoons,
and ignore the typical (but uncommon) Malibu beach usage and coastal commuting patterns.
The OTIS ignores beach usage traffic patterns, which vary substantially with general CMA assumptions.
For example, it is anecdotally observed by traffic reporters that traffic on PCH westbound into Malibu is
much heavier than usual on weekends, on Fridays, in the summer, and on summer or fall holidays. Traffic
on westbound PCH is notoriously very heavy on Friday afternoons in the summer and fall, presumably
when students and summer-home tenants or owners leave greater Los Angeles heading for Santa Barbara,
Ventura County or Malibu beach residences. Conversely, eastbound traffic arguably is heaviest late
Sundays, when city residents return from weekend houses and mix with day-use recreationalists heading
home from a day at the beach.
OTIS fails to mention these patterns, and assumes with no foundation that Saturday afternoons are the
peak traffic period. The Project’s predicted ability to cause an increase in traffic during peak hours is
substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system, including the obvious
substantial increase in the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at
intersections. OTIS and the City missed this.
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The EIR must analyze traffic based on new studies that accurately measure peak traffic times, and
the loads carried by PCH at those times. The Project’s capacity to aggravate traffic at peak times
must be measured at peak times, which are not Saturday afternoons [Scoping Comment 21.].
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